Benzing M1
How to set-up your M1 for Velocity
The M1 can handle multiple races and training at the same time and can also display the velocity the
race birds or trainers are flying. Using any of the M1 features will NOT affect the birds entered into
your race.
1. Press the “Menu” green button.
2. Press either the “Race” yellow button or “Training” blue button depending on which one you
want to set the velocity for.
3. Press the “Speed” green button and select the race you require by using the up & down
buttons and then press the “Tick” button (or if you are setting the velocity for training the date
and time will now be displayed).
4. The race date and the current time will be displayed.
5. Set the date if needed using the up & down buttons and side to side buttons to move the
cursor (small black line sitting under the first number) across to adjust both the date and the
time to match when the race birds or trainers were/are to be released.
6. The date is displayed as day/month/year (02/08/14) and the time as hours/minutes/seconds
(11:30:00)
7. Press the “OK” green button when finished and you will be asked to enter the distance the
race birds or trainers are flying that day. Move the cursor with the side to side buttons and
enter the distance eg. 125 klm would be set like this 0125,000 on your display. Note that you
can obtain your race distance from the QRPF race program on the internet using the “Velocity
Calculator” option.
8. Press the “OK” green button and then the “Home” button (small picture of a house on the
button) and now you will see the velocity the birds are flying displayed next to training or race
on the main display. This will continue to count down as time passes.
9. Note that the velocity will not be displayed until the birds have been released and perhaps not
for some time after due to the velocity being too big to start with.
10. You can go back at any time and change the release time or distance, even after the birds
have arrived home and it will change the velocity being displayed by the M1.
11. If the velocity is not being displayed after setting the speed, check that the M1 date and the
race date you set are the same.
12. Always press the “Home” button (picture of a house) when finishing any process with the M1.
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